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arun jagoji jambhulkar(15/05/1969)
 
Arun jagoji jambhulkar was a lucky moral person born on 15 may 1969 at town
dharmapur in bhiwapur taluka of nagpur district in maharashtra of india in asia of
mother earth in family sun.
He was popularly known as junior at nagpur, jago in litercies world, jambhulkar
mahar dharmapur with full mean in marathi. He was labourious child, student,
labour, government servent, polling officer, invigilator, fiction and non fiction
writer in Amraoti, Nagpur,  was certified in several  was poet and author writting
in marathi and hindi and little english -
The ideas and thoughts in the books will inspired and motivate to do the best.
Most poems and litercies are very very useful in regular life, studies.. for each,
every field in world. So many poems and litercies found humor, religious,
allround well understand best directive in many everyday matters with personal
criminals to worldwide goodness as well as advance safe directive influence for
girl, lady, poor helpless mankind and weak  poems and litercies had an influence
in modern marathi, hindi, english world
his fulpakharu / kendra / trupti / sahitya samapti astitva / labjon ki talwar /halao
/upkar shanti / avon guru / vadal = 9 books. had collectet and out of them  four
books of poems and five books of litercies had recorted in sahitya acadami  was
also poet in poemhunter with 24  was nameholder in guiness world record as
result 13
Content-1)  life 2)  education 3)  prizes/certificatse 4)  career 5)  government job
6)  litercy work 7)  published work 8)  book record 9)  later work 10)  refferance
11)  see also 12)  death
12) death-He will die remembering poems, litercies with status - nothing in
human body and human life so become a lucky in several is better than single
win with listening song of diljale - yeh shyam hai dhua dhua and  yeh jate hue
lamho jara dhaharo song
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Director
 
In this dieland life of human
i was travelling straight concentret
with horror feals
i was too much humbeling with
a butterfly lighter than air
was flying in front my nose
with very small fan
giving directive light live to my mind
 
 
 
translation from marathi poem-margdarshak -poet-jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Doctor
 
Your - my house somewhat same
races all over seniority, proud, competition
your-my nation somewhat same
allover neccessity, availability, formulity same
your-my guest- wellcome- etc somewhat same
you are hero of your house
i am hero of my house- -
 
 
 
translated of marathi poem-doctor-poet-jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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End Presency
 
Iam educatet- -no job
nothing in our human body-life- - no innocent i am
after trying no job get- atleast of giving getting joy satisfaction
once time for eat meals- wov freeloss world
 
translated of hindi poem-samaptee astitva-poet-jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Fresh Godeffiggcr
 
freshmsn freshman who is freshman
everybody freshman what a freshman
after become a fresh is called freshman
tell us please what is fresh
jago poet songs in whatever condition
position we are it may say fresh
good good well wow marvellous
congrates sir-we agrees sir
for that what we have do to
first crying- - cr
second do work and get- g
third fight agitate- fig
fourth after get forget- f
fifth  after get enjoy -e
sixth do thus and die- d
seventh at last deathland -go
in shortreverse code -godeffiggcr
all world is a part of above code
now tell us what is fresh
go die for figgcr or
god ef figgcr is always fresh
mean word between do work get rest and bitter smell
freshman- - - freshman
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Freshman
 
Wellcome-wellcome- freshman wellcome
in wait of points 485 or 486 or 487
in this business sites
wellcome wellcome businessman wellcome
are there so many types of freshman
bath after dirty work
before any holy work
before opening our daily earnwork
each businesman is freshman
wellcome- -freshman
mean for this sites points
4 for publication - labjon ki talvar
5 for publication - halao
6 for publication - upkar shanti
7 for publication - vadal
aove notet are general
useful for freshman
hence wellcome wellcome freshman wellcome
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Happy New Year
 
Wellcome wellcome happy new year
forgive and forgets all past
follows coming new  whatever freshnesh
wellcome- - new year
cry doget fight forget enjoy die go in revers godieforfiggcr
do all in boundry door means indoordo
do work get rest means simple bed do
become a freind of public means public freind
become terror don means don end
remember sweat- sugar
become a high majestic-coat angle
if out of limit fires all-
atlast prays to all gods-farmer-bullgod
 
composed by jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Hunger
 
Abroad spreadet in this gathered sky galaxy
is alives this earth since period
with fashionate beuty hungry thirsty
 
 
translatet of marathi poem-bhuk-poet-jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Jago Poet
 
Jago poet says eat drinks overload wine
must go to river, lack etc banks
search of them edges two two sides
find floor basic with try
looking size jump in it and have to get free from all over problems
jago poet- -sides
 
 
 
translatet of hindi poem-jago kavi-poet-jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Leap Hair Sword
 
Oh! female, i have growing up lip hair swor
how well! how well- tell me please
nothing know, buti have growing up leap hair sword
how well- how well- please tell- tell please
 
 
translatet of marathi poem-mishee-poet-jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Life End
 
Alive else alive for whom die else die for whom
was rigoure of love but it will be receives in future
increases intension more more that gold nervesness of aliveness
the mortification of aliveness increases smells beutyfllness
alive- - die- -for whom
what is this love-love-  absence, remembrance, heartyness
what is alive alive- lifestyle or intertreatment of feals
nothing will result whatever to do
atlast feals zero seniority proudy end
hence all we have to alive with least satishfication
alive- -die- -for whom
sometimes thinks regular about do end self
but love/beleife/hearty mageism
even helpless nerves increases excisement to alive hopeless helpless
aseverwhere
alive- -die- -for whom
 
 
translatet of marathi poem-jeev ant-poet-arun jagoji jambhulkar
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Love
 
Hey! freind freind-darling darling
i loves love you
who darling who friend
you magnet magnum love
hey love-i did not understand love
image love for educational collagiet
a story song of tuze meri kasam evercreen
and for child to old not educational
a story song of mere humsafar evercreen
freind i also dont know what is love
teach me us whatis love personaly
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Mental - Love
 
Mental-mental- how you mental
i was of 12-13 not understandable m c
i becomes joy by finger
i become memntal -mental
wise you are not a mental then
everybody bounced by me
they becomes menthala, then
ther were huge line waits me
standing they becomes menghada
deu to my problems
my hearts loves to men
mens are my sounds voice gala
they becomes mengala
somebody choised me i becomes married
boths feals mixed in together
he becomes manjada
now i becomes his sound voice gala
what i am- mangala
due to some reason he diethed
i becomes boared boared to intreatment
not satishfied becomes manjeera
trying to forgets past accept neu
i donates my feals to husband brother or lover
i goes to mandeera
how i am mental to mandeera
 
 
composed by arun jagoji jambhulkar
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Papee Jivan (Marathi)
 
Jivanachya dohati budaloy mee
nadanatechya gartet chalaloya mee
dhyaniloya tari adhyanitoy me
purveeche itihas ujalnyasathee
jivanachya- - - -mee
bhut-varta-bhavishyakal- sarasara janatoya mee
pan anubhawachya navakhali-kala eshwar banatoya mee
kamee nahi ya jagat-asha dhotand devanna
ijjat-prasiddhi va prabhavachya mathalyakhali
nirdoshyanchya chuka kadhitati tee
kiti papee jivan he - tya anmol devanche
ijjat-prasiddhi va prabhavakarita
karitee dusryana -pagal, vede, khunee
hotoy potat aaieche- toparyant hoto nishpapee
angpaya pasaroonee aloy - laveeloy hat may dudhula
suruvatiloya papee jivanala
potat hoto toparyant surakshit- ata baher kshanokshanee
dhoka, avishvas, itata, atruptata
rahanar aste jameenichi vastu-vastu jameeneevarach
tarihi hapaptoy gunsampanna uplabdhi gunvattet yenyasathi
jivanachya dohati- - ujalnyasathi
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Poem
 
Hey! who i am, wastage of alphabytical letters
waste of alphabytical letters- poems-songs-music-litercy
anyone writes me with heartly-soully
somebody writes me with thieves other litercy indirectly
anybody writes me with on own name- other name
type result of waste mean joy benefit certaion one
hey- - - waste of - -letters
 
translated of marathi poem -kavita-poet-jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Pray
 
Becomes firy angry with past history due to writing reading
dirty clean to brain mind clean so prays
saint gadgebaba to kar jagrutila jagola jagvinyala
and i proudsa a-z composing alphabyte handlines
copysign of ambedkar jagambulkar
awaked jagopoet jambhulkar
 
 
translatet of marathi poem-pooja-poet-jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Respectet Cloth
 
Hellow, respectet cloth-respectet cloth
how much period you will wett in liguid sir
two hours completes sir
how young you are sir
 
 
translatet of marathi poem-kapadoba-poet-jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Secret
 
In that freeabroad galaxiedsky
near eversmiles moon
free awaked stars with foamed smelled
near this firing brighty lighty burning sun
that abroad spreaded sea with dark night
what top secret massages gives us
to this line of lightrays
 
translated of marathi poem -gupt-poet-jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Selfinflew
 
This earth always goes with runing run
comes again at basic spot this earth
which rus was going on this
sun world or our showy show
this- - - - - this earth
serving duty brings lot off polite pollution
and clean air creats sometime
sometime she creats oil polithin gelatin flue
sometimes creats smelled testy foodcrops and drink water
sometimes creates sweet-bitter angry
this- -this earth
 
 
translatet of marathi poem-swainflue-poet-jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Sun Earth
 
Runnings runs with globalwarmburns our earthmother
improoves her mothershood wellwith globalwarmburns
 
 
 
translatet of marathi poem-surya pruthvi-poet-jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Tyre
 
I tyre tyre how i covered
very soft in inner hard at outer
outerly strong very week in inner
fill up air in me i grows up
i becomes puncture due to tissof vegetarin niddle
i tyre- - - - inner
 
 
 
translatet of hindi poem - tyre-poet-arun jagoji jambhulkar
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Unrain
 
This how songs of sky this how clouds mercery
how much waits to me for little smile
this how lovemagetfeals songs thia how msgnitut mercery
how feals tosoulhealth
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Water
 
Water water what is coloure you
mix me where that is my colour
water water what size you have
pourr in anything that size is my
 
 
 
translatet of marathi poem-panee-poet-jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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Wellcome-The World
 
Hey! wellcome wellcome the world wellcome
in wait of no.149 the world wellcome
forget all past in the year
follow best of coming year
is st not this meaning of wllcome wellcome
nine for wiseman knowledgable litercy
four for hormonious person song-poems sets
one for a person poet-author
wellcome wellcome for that person
fulpakharu, kendra, trupti, sahitya samapti astitva
vadal, upkar shanti, avon guru, labjon ki talwar, halao
all above are his identity
was he in wait of above remarkable nomber
in the world poemhunter on dated-29/12/2015
becoms a silence wellcome on 10.38 pm
wellcome wellcome the world wellcome
 
 
composed on 31/12/2015 by jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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World
 
World world wellcome world
in wait of nomber -135 with ip 31
on dated 4/1/2016 at 11.08 pm in poemhunter
meaningfull wellcome world 135
one for a person with wellknown knowledge- lord buddha
three for victory in three word and trisharan
five for five truth of morality panchsheel
135 guess who- the world director of humanity
in so many programms
we watch free world of flewing birds
teys tells firstread babasaheb
then look bluesh voilet colour
then becoming rich programm
do work get rest -simple bed do
and fly as chill birds
we are from buddhaim
then following helpless life
donate partioly some for help of students-upasak
builds several haults for them and flew away as crow world
world worldwellcome
in wait of nomber 135
 
composed by jambhulkar arun jagoji
 
arun jagoji jambhulkar
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